### Hallway
- Controlled Body
- Walk

### Bathroom
- Get Permission
- Walk to the bathroom, follow hallway expectations
- Wash hands

### Playground
- Controlled and safe body
- Dress appropriately for the weather

### Cafeteria
- Controlled and safe body
- Seat to seat
- Eat your food appropriately

### Assembly
- Controlled and safe body
- Seat to seat
- Face forward

### Classroom
- Follow teacher directions
- School listening look

### Hemenway Tigers Respect Themselves
- Stay to the right
- Pass the door
- Indoor voice
- Calm and orderly transitions
  - Volume: 0

### Hemenway Tigers Respect Others
- Hands and eyes to self
- Give privacy
- Quiet voice
  - Volume: 0/1
- Include others
- Use kind words
- Be a good sport
- Take turns
- Play by the game rules
  - Volume: 4
- Only touch your own food
- 4 to a bench
- Raise hand to leave seat/ask for help
- No saving seats
- Listen to lunch monitors/quiet on signal
- Help others
  - Volume: 0-2

### Respect Tigers Respect Our School
- Control belongings
- Enjoy bulletin boards with eyes instead of hands
- Flush the toilet
- Throw trash away
- Keep bathroom clean

### Respect Tigers Persevere
- Go promptly to your destination
- Do the right thing
- Walk directly back to class
- Enter class quietly
- Do the right thing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arrival/ Dismissal</th>
<th>Bus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Hemenway Tigers Respect Themselves** | **-Sit Seat to Seat**
|  | **-Controlled Body**
|  | **-Controlled and safe body**
|  | **-Walk**
|  | **-No saving seats**
|  | **-Use kind words**
|  | **-Keep the aisles clear of feet, hands and heads**
|  | **Volume: 0-2**
| **Hemenway Tigers Respect Others** | **-Calm and orderly transitions**
|  | **-Keep food in your bag**
|  | **-Keep the bus clean**
| **Respect Tigers Respect Our School** | **-Control belongings**
|  | **-Enjoy bulletin boards with eyes instead of hands**
| **Hemenway Tigers Persevere** | **-Go promptly to your destination Classroom/Breakfast**
|  | **-Choose one seat for the entire bus ride**
|  | **-Choose seat for the entire bus ride**
|  | **-walk in the aisle only when entering and exiting the bus**
|  | **-Do the right thing**
|  | **Parent Pick Up: walk to cafeteria & sit at grade level table**
|  | **Front Path: hall by rooms 1&2**
|  | **Back Path: hall by 31 & 32**
|  | **Bus: wait until bus is called**
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